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Abstract

It is vital to infer signed distance functions (SDFs) from
3D point clouds. The latest methods rely on generalizing
the priors learned from large scale supervision. Howev-
er, the learned priors do not generalize well to various ge-
ometric variations that are unseen during training, espe-
cially for extremely sparse point clouds. To resolve this
issue, we present a neural network to directly infer SDFs
from single sparse point clouds without using signed dis-
tance supervision, learned priors or even normals. Our in-
sight here is to learn surface parameterization and SDFs
inference in an end-to-end manner. To make up the spar-
sity, we leverage parameterized surfaces as a coarse sur-
face sampler to provide many coarse surface estimations
in training iterations, according to which we mine super-
vision and our thin plate splines (TPS) based network in-
fers SDFs as smooth functions in a statistical way. Our
method significantly improves the generalization ability and
accuracy in unseen point clouds. Our experimental result-
s show our advantages over the state-of-the-art method-
s in surface reconstruction for sparse point clouds under
synthetic datasets and real scans.The code is available at
https://github.com/chenchao15/NeuralTPS.

1. Introduction

Signed distance functions (SDFs) have been a popular
3D representation that shows impressive performance in
various tasks [1–4, 7, 12, 15, 17, 21, 22, 30, 31, 34, 35, 41, 42,
44, 47, 50, 57, 62, 64, 68, 69, 77, 80, 84]. An SDF describes
a signed distance field as a mapping from a coordinate to
a signed distance, and represents a surface as a level set of
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the field. We can learn SDFs from signed distance super-
vision using coordinate-based neural networks. However,
obtaining the signed distance supervision requires continu-
ous surfaces such as water-tight manifolds, hence it is still
challenging to infer signed distance supervision from raw
point clouds due to the discrete character.

Current methods [17, 21, 28, 30, 36, 41, 50, 51, 55, 56, 58,
62,64] mainly leverage priors to infer SDFs for point cloud-
s. They learn priors from well established signed distance
supervision around point clouds during training, and then
generalize the learned priors to infer SDFs for unseen point
clouds during testing. Although local priors learned at a part
level [7,9,31,45,65,73] improve the generalization of global
priors learned at a shape level [17, 21, 30, 41, 50, 60, 62, 64],
the geometric variations that local priors can cover are still
limited. Hence, some methods [1–3,14,22,44,80,84] try to
directly infer SDFs from single point clouds using various
strategies [1, 2, 12, 22, 44, 84]. However, they require dense
point clouds to assure the inference performance, which
drastically limits their performance with sparse point cloud-
s in real scans. Therefore, how to infer SDFs from sparse
point clouds to achieve better generalization is still a chal-
lenge.

To overcome this challenge, we introduce a neural net-
work to infer SDFs from single sparse point clouds. Our
novelty lies in the way of inferring SDFs without signed
distance supervision, learned priors or even normals, which
significantly improves the generalization ability and accu-
racy in unseen point clouds. We achieve this by learning
surface parameterization and SDF inference in an end-to-
end manner using a neural network that overfits a single
sparse point cloud. To make up the sparsity, the end-to-end
learning turns parameterized surfaces as a coarse surface
sampler which produces many coarse surface estimations
on the fly to statistically infer the SDF. To target extremely
sparse point clouds, we parameterize the surface of a point
cloud as a single patch on a 2D plane, where 2D samples
can be mapped to 3D points that lead to a coarse surface es-
timation. We further leverage the estimated coarse surface
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as a reference to infer the SDF based on thin plate splines
(TPS) in the feature space, which produces smooth signed
distance fields. Our method can statistically infer the S-
DFs from the permutation of coarse surfaces in different
iterations, which reduces the effect of inaccuracy brought
by each single coarse surface. Our method outperforms the
latest methods under the widely used benchmarks. Our con-
tributions are listed below.

i) We introduce a neural network to infer SDFs from sin-
gle sparse point clouds without using signed distance
supervision, learned priors or even normals.

ii) We justify the feasibility of learning surface parameter-
ization and inferring SDFs from sparse point clouds in
an end-to-end manner. We provide a novel perspective
to use surface parameterization to mine supervision.

iii) Our method outperforms the state-of-the-art methods
in surface reconstruction for sparse point clouds under
the widely used benchmarks.

2. Related Work

Neural implicit representations have achieved promising
performance in various tasks [11, 24–27, 48, 52, 54, 59, 63,
72, 76]. We can learn neural implicit representations from
different supervision including 3D supervision [13, 49, 51,
55, 56], multi-view [19, 32, 37, 39, 40, 53, 61, 67, 68, 70, 71,
75,78,79,81,82], and point clouds [21,38,50,73]. We focus
on reviewing works related to point clouds below.
Data-Driven based Methods. With 3D supervision, most
methods adopted data-driven strategy to learn priors, and
generalized the learned priors to infer implicit representa-
tions for unseen point clouds. Some methods learned global
priors [17,21,30,41,50,62,64] at a shape level. To improve
the generalization of learned priors, some methods learned
local priors [7,9,31,45,65,73] at a part or patch level. With
the learned priors, we can infer implicit representations for
unseen point clouds, and then leverage the marching cubes
algorithm [43] to reconstruct surfaces.

These methods rely on a large scale dataset to learn pri-
ors while they may not generalize well to unseen point
clouds that have large geometric variations from the sam-
ples in the large scale dataset.
Overfitting based Methods. For better generalization,
some methods focus on learning implicit functions by over-
fitting neural networks on single point clouds. These
methods introduce novel constraints [1–3, 22, 80, 84], ways
of leveraging gradients [14, 44], differentiable poisson
solver [57] or specially designed priors [45, 46] to learn
signed [1, 2, 12, 22, 44, 84] or unsigned distance func-
tions [14, 85]. Although these methods have made great
progress without learning priors, they require dense point

clouds to infer the distance or occupancy fields around point
clouds.
Learning from Sparse Point Clouds. With sparsity, the
gap between points on surfaces makes it hard to accurate-
ly infer implicit functions. Some methods learned pri-
ors [7,45], and conducted test-stage optimization on unseen
sparse point clouds [45]. Without priors, NeedleDrop [6]
was proposed to infer occupancy fields by learning whether
a dropped needle goes across the surface or not. However,
this self-supervision is not accurate at any point on a surface
and heavily relies on the length of needle. VIPSS [29] learn-
s an implicit function from an unoriented point set based on
Hermite interpolation, which is sensitive to parameter set-
tings.

Our method falls in this category, but we aim to infer S-
DFs without learning priors or supervision. We achieve this
by learning surface parameterization and SDFs inference in
an end-to-end manner for capture a better sense on surfaces.
Neural Splines. Splines have been widely used in image
manipulation [83] or generation [16]. NeuralSpline was
proposed to fit point clouds with normals using implicit
functions [74]. With normals, it simply infers occupancy
of points on the normals, hence it focuses on fitting rather
than inference. Instead, we target a more challenging sce-
nario where we focus on inferring SDF without normals or
learned priors.

3. Method
Overview. We aim to infer an SDF fθ from a single sparse
point cloud P = {pi|i ∈ [1, I]}, where the SDF is param-
eterized by a network with parameters θ. At any location
q in 3D space, SDF fθ predicts signed distance d = fθ(q).
Our method learns surface parameterization and SDF infer-
ence in an end-to-end manner, where we aims to use sur-
face parameterization as a coarse surface estimation sam-
pler to provide supervision for SDF inference. as illustrated
in Fig. 1.

During surface parameterization in Fig. 1 (a), we ran-
domly sample two sets of 2D points U and U ′ in a u-
nit square in each iteration. We map each 2D sample in-
to a 3D point using a neural network fφ. This mapping
leads to two sets of 3D points S = {sj |j ∈ [1, J ]} and
G = {gk|k ∈ [1,K]}, each of which forms a chart covering
the whole shape. We use point cloud P to regulate {sj},
and use {gk|k ∈ [1,K]} to mine supervision to infer SDF
fθ in the following.

We leverage a thin plate splines (TPS) based network
(NeuralTPS) to infer SDF fθ in Fig. 1 (b). Our network
learns a feature space, where we leverage TPS interpolation
to produce features of arbitrary queries q ∈ Q in 3D space
based on the features of sparse point cloud P . Our net-
work predicts signed distances fθ(q) at q from its interpo-
lated feature. We infer SDF fθ by minimizing the difference
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Figure 2. The effect of patch numbers.

between the surface Q′ produced with the current inferred
signed distance field and the chart G from the parameter-
ized surface. Moreover, we also regulate fθ by constraining
sparse point cloud P to locate on the zero level of the SDF
fθ.

To remedy the inaccuracy in G, we regard G in each iter-
ation as a sample of coarse surface estimation, and infer fθ
by minimizing the loss expectation in a statistical manner.
Moreover, we introduce a confidence weight to consider the
confidence of each point in G.
Surface Parameterization. We learn to parameterize a sur-
face represented by a sparse point cloud P on a 2D plane in
Fig. 1 (a). We leverage an MLP fφ with five layers to learn
a mapping from a 2D sample to a 3D point. This mapping
produces a 3D chart S using a set of randomly sampled 2D
points U , S = fφ(U). We regulate this mapping by cover-
ing S onto the ground truth points P , which maximizes the
overlapping between S and P using a Chamfer Distance
(CD) loss,

LCD =
1

J

∑
s∈S

min
p∈P
||s− p||22 +

1

I

∑
p∈P

min
s∈S
||p− s||22. (1)

Our parameterization is similar to AtlasNet [23]. The
difference lies in the number of patches to represent a sin-
gle point cloud. To remedy the sparsity, we only leverage
one patch to cover the shape rather than multiple patches
in AtlasNet, so that we can better fill the gaps between s-
parse points using generated points. We visualize the effect
of patch numbers in Fig. 2, where each subfigure shows a
point cloud with the same number of points but differen-
t number of patches. The comparison indicates that more
patches can not fill the gaps among points, while our single
chart reveals a more compact surface.

With surface parameterization, we regard our MLP as a
coarse surface sampler which predicts an additional coarse
surface estimation G using another set of 2D samples U ′,
G = fφ(U ′). In each iteration during training, we leverage

G to infer SDF fθ in Fig. 1 (b). We stop the gradients that
can be back-propagated from the loss on G, which avoids
the impact of SDF inference on surface parameterization.
This is also the reason why we design a two-branch struc-
ture for surface parameterization, which differs our method
from AtlasNet a lot.
Signed Distance Function Inference. We introduce Neu-
ralTPS to infer SDF fθ from sparse point cloud P . We
sample 3D queries q using a Gaussian function centered
at each point in P . The inferred SDF predicts signed dis-
tances fθ(pi) and fθ(q) at each point pi ∈ P and each sam-
pled query q. Here, we impose two different constraints to
signed distances fθ(pi) on the surface and signed distances
fθ(q) in 3D space.

For points p on surface of P , we expect them on the zero
level set of SDF fθ, hence we leverage a MSE loss,

LSurf =
∑
p∈P

(fθ(p))
2. (2)

For points q ∈ Q in 3D space, we expect the signed
distance field could provide the correct signed distances
and gradients which can be used to pull q onto the n-
earest points on the coarse surface G. Here, we use a
pulling operation introduced in [44] to pull q to q′, q′ =
q − fθ(q)∇fθ(q)/||∇fθ(q)||2. while, different from [44],
we introduce a novel confidence-weighted loss to optimize
the set Q′ = {q′} to cover the coarse surface G with con-
sidering the confidence of each point in G,

LPull(Q′,G) =
∑

q′∈Q′,g∈G
w||q′ − g||22. (3)

where g is the nearest point of q on G. In practice, we find
the nearest point from the union of G and sparse points P .
We use w to model the confidence of each point g ∈ G to
remedy the inaccuracy in G. g has higher confidence if it is
nearer to sparse point cloud P and vice versa. Hence, we
formulate w as, w = exp(−δ ∗ ||g − p||22), where p is the
nearest point of g on the sparse point cloud P and the decay
parameter δ is set to 50 in our experiments.

To further reduce the impact of inaccuracy in G, we mini-
mizeLPull(Q′,G) in a statical manner over {G} obtained in
different iterations rather than G in a single iteration. Hence,
we aim to find an optimal Q′ that has the smallest aver-
age deviation over {G}. We reformulate LPull(Q′,G) into
E{G}{LPull(Q′,G)}.
Loss Function. We optimize surface parameterization and
SDF inference in an end-to-end manner by adjusting param-
eters θ and φ using the following objective function,

min
θ,φ

LCD + αLSurf + βE{G}{LPull(Q′,G)}, (4)

where α and β are balance weights, and we set α = 0.1 and
β = 0.1 in our experiments.
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Neural Thin Plate Splines. We introduce NeuralTPS to in-
fer SDF as a smooth function. Our key idea is to learn an
optimal feature space that can be further mapped to signed
distances, where we regress signed distances at queries us-
ing features of surface points by TPS interpolation.

We illustrate NeuralTPS in Fig. 3 (a). We start from con-
catenating surface point pi ∈ {P} with sampled queries
q ∈ Q in each iteration. This aims to extract point features
e(pi) and e(q) using the same parameters for TPS interpo-
lation. So, we leverage an MLP (denoted as MLP1) to learn
features of points pi and query q, i.e. e(pi) = MLP (pi)
and e(q) = MLP (q). Then, we regard the features of
surface points as control nodes to regress signed distances
dTPS at queries q using TPS interpolation below,

dTPS =
I∑
i=1

ciψ(||e(pi)− e(q)||22), (5)

where ψ(r) = r2log(r) is known as the thin plate radial
basis function, and we will report results with other basis
functions in our experiments. {ci} are weights for integrat-
ing basis functions, which are learnable parameters in an-
other MLP (denoted as MLP2).

To complement the potential interpolation error in the
linear summation, we predict a displacement dFEA for
signed distances at queries using point features e(q) through
an MLP (denoted as MLP3). In summary, we formulate
signed distances at queries q as,

fθ(q) = dTPS + dFEA. (6)

We use the same way to predict signed distance fθ(p) of
surface points p ∈ {P}, as illustrated in Fig. 3 (b).
Motivation of NeuralTPS. One of challenge for SDF infer-
ence from sparse point clouds is to produce a smooth field.
We adopt TPS in the learned feature space, since TPS is a
unique solution to scattered data interpolation with maxi-
mum smoothness evaluated by second order partial deriva-
tives [66]. The smoothness is a measurement of the aggre-
gate curvature of fθ over the region of the surface. Since
the smoothness may filter out sharp edges, we conduct TP-
S interpolation in the learned feature space rather than 3D
space.

Details. In surface parameterization in Fig. 1, our MLP is
formed by 5 fully connected layers. In each iteration dur-
ing training, we sample 2D points to generate S with 2000
3D points to calculate LCD with the ground truth P , and
generate G with 5000 3D points to calculate LPull.

In NeuralTPS in Fig. 3, MLP1 is formed by 10 fully
connected layers and other two MLPs are formed by 1 ful-
ly connected layer. We establish Q by sampling queries
around each point in S with a Gaussian distribution, which
gets more queries around the surface.

4. Experiments
We evaluate our method in surface reconstruction from

synthetic point clouds and real scans. The point clouds rep-
resent shapes and scenes. For each point cloud, we predict
signed distances at grid locations using the inferred SDF fθ,
and then run the marching cubes algorithm [43] to extract a
surface.

4.1. Surface Reconstruction For Shapes

Dataset and Metrics. We evaluate our method in sur-
face reconstruction for rigid shapes and non-rigid shapes
in ShapeNet [10] and D-FAUST [5]. We report our evalu-
ations under the test splitting of ShapeNet from NeuralPul-
l [44] and the test set of D-FAUST. We do not learn pri-
ors, and train neural network to overfit to each single point
cloud. For each shape, we follow NeedleDrop [6] to ran-
domly sample 300 points on each shape as the input to each
method in evaluations. Using the learned implicit functions,
we extract meshes as the reconstructed surfaces. We eval-
uate the reconstructed surfaces using L1 Chamfer Distance
(CDL1), L2 Chamfer Distance (CDL2), and normal con-
sistency (NC), where we sample 100k points on the recon-
structed surfaces and ground truth surfaces respectively to
measure errors.
Evaluations. We compare our methods with the state-of-
the-art methods including NeedleDrop (NDrop) [6], Neu-
ralPull (NPull) [44], SAP [57], ShapeGF (ShpGF) [8], Neu-
ralSplines (NSpline) [74], OnSurf [45], VIPSS [29]. Here,
we do not compare with SAL [1] or IGR [22], since NDrop
and NPull showed better performance over them. Excep-
t OnSurf, all other methods do not leverage priors during
training, and we train all these methods to overfit to the
same sparse point clouds separately. We produce the results
of OnSurf using its on-surface prior which is trained under
a large-scale dataset. To produce the results of ShapeGF,
we use PSR [33] to reconstruct meshes from the predicted
point clouds, since the code for reconstruction using gradi-
ents is not available. For the normals required by Neural-
Splines as input, we provide it the normals obtained on the
ground truth meshes. We also do not compare the results of
NeedleDrop from its original paper, since its official code
shows that it samples 300 points from a mesh in each it-
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eration during training, which is equivalent to observing a
much denser point cloud rather than a single sparse point
cloud with merely 300 during training.

We report numerical comparisons in Tab. 1, Tab. 2, and
Tab. 3. The comparisons indicate that we achieve the best
results which show our superior performance over the latest
methods. We also achieve better performance over OnSurf
which learns priors for sparse points but does not general-
ize well to unseen shapes. While methods without learning
priors like NeuralPull, NeedleDrop, and SAP can not learn
implicit functions from merely 300 points. Our visual com-
parisons in Fig. 4 highlights our advantages in reconstruct-
ing more complete and smooth surfaces.

NDrop NPull SAP ShpGF NSpline OnSurf VIPSS Ours
Plane 0.499 0.141 0.141 0.110 0.119 0.153 1.193 0.095
Chair 0.395 0.196 0.363 0.304 0.306 0.316 0.851 0.197

Cabinet 0.229 0.163 0.152 0.604 0.181 0.244 0.584 0.138
Display 0.287 0.145 0.281 0.521 0.193 0.204 0.518 0.127
Vessel 0.488 0.116 0.138 0.367 0.134 0.128 0.571 0.104
Table 0.426 0.400 0.442 0.619 0.318 0.288 1.146 0.225
Lamp 0.554 0.162 0.385 0.446 0.231 0.229 0.956 0.120
Sofa 0.259 0.139 0.151 0.655 0.168 0.147 0.451 0.125
Mean 0.392 0.183 0.257 0.453 0.206 0.214 0.784 0.141

Table 1. Accuracy of reconstruction with 300 points under
ShapeNet in terms of CDL1 × 10.

NDrop NPull SAP ShpGF NSpline OnSurf VIPSS Ours
Plane 0.755 0.036 0.063 0.031 0.127 0.112 5.829 0.030
Chair 0.532 0.174 0.429 0.275 0.247 0.448 3.291 0.149

Cabinet 0.245 0.086 0.062 0.098 0.064 0.171 2.336 0.050
Display 0.401 0.099 0.311 0.818 0.095 0.153 2.139 0.083
Vessel 0.844 0.074 0.105 0.439 0.066 0.066 2.614 0.051
Table 0.701 0.892 0.604 1.117 0.312 0.419 5.009 0.272
Lamp 1.071 0.144 0.542 0.591 0.183 0.351 4.617 0.051
Sofa 0.463 0.072 0.073 1.253 0.053 0.066 1.890 0.056
Mean 0.627 0.197 0.274 0.578 0.143 0.223 3.47 0.093

Table 2. Accuracy of reconstruction with 300 points under
ShapeNet in terms of CDL2 × 100.

NDrop NPull SAP ShpGF NSpline OnSurf VIPSS Ours
Plane 0.819 0.897 0.774 0.747 0.895 0.864 0.833 0.899
Chair 0.777 0.861 0.725 0.547 0.759 0.813 0.821 0.863

Cabinet 0.843 0.888 0.824 0.508 0.840 0.787 0.851 0.898
Display 0.873 0.909 0.744 0.643 0.830 0.855 0.899 0.924
Vessel 0.838 0.880 0.813 0.667 0.842 0.879 0.867 0.908
Table 0.795 0.835 0.686 0.601 0.771 0.827 0.783 0.877
Lamp 0.828 0.887 0.777 0.673 0.814 0.858 0.848 0.902
Sofa 0.808 0.905 0.817 0.508 0.828 0.881 0.882 0.919
Mean 0.823 0.883 0.770 0.612 0.822 0.845 0.848 0.899

Table 3. Accuracy of reconstruction with 300 points under
ShapeNet in terms of NC.

We report our evaluations under D-FAUST in Tab. 4. We
follow NeedleDrop to report CDL2. We report the 5%,
50%, and 95% percentiles of the CD between the surface
reconstructions and the ground truth. Our method learn-
s better SDFs which achieve better accuracy and smoother
surfaces. This is also justified by our visual comparisons in
Fig. 5.

4.2. Surface Reconstruction For Scenes

Dataset and Metrics. We further evaluate our method in
surface reconstruction for scenes in 3D Scene [86] and KIT-
TI [20]. For results under 3D scene, we follow previous
methods [31, 44] to randomly sample 100 points per m2.

Sparse Points NeedleDrop ShapeGF VIPSS SAP NeuralPull NeuralSplines OnSurf Ours GT

Figure 5. Visual comparison with the state-of-the-art under D-
FAUST dataset.

Method CDL2×100 NC5% 50% 95%
NDrop 0.126 1.000 7.404 0.792
NPull 0.018 0.032 0.283 0.877
SAP 0.014 0.024 0.071 0.852

ShpGF 0.452 1.567 8.648 0.750
NSpline 0.037 0.080 0.368 0.808
OnSurf 0.015 0.037 0.123 0.908
VIPSS 0.518 4.327 9.383 0.890
Ours 0.012 0.160 0.022 0.909

Table 4. Accuracy of reconstruction with 300 points under D-
FAUST in terms of CDL2 and NC.
For results under KITTI dataset, we use point clouds in s-
ingle frames to conduct a comparison. Similarly, we eval-
uate the reconstructed surfaces using L1 Chamfer Distance
(CDL1), L2 Chamfer Distance (CDL2), and normal con-
sistency (NC), where we sample 1000k points on the re-
constructed surfaces and ground truth surfaces respectively
to measure errors.
Evaluations. We compare our methods with the state-
of-the-art methods including PSR [33], NeedleDrop (N-
Drop) [6], NeuralPull (NPull) [44], SAP [57], and Neu-
ralSplines (NSpline) [74]. We train each method to over-
fit each single point cloud. Similarly, we provide NSpline
the ground truth normals as input. Our numerical compar-
isons in Tab. 5 show that our method can reveal more accu-
rate geometry in a 3D scene. Our reconstructed surfaces in
Fig. 6 are smoother and more complete than others, and do
not have artifacts in empty space as NSpline, which justifies
our capability of handling sparsity in point clouds.

We further show our reconstructed surfaces from KITTI
dataset. Since there are no ground truth meshes, we eval-
uate our method in visual comparisons with screened pos-
sion reconstruction (PSR) [33], NeedleDrop (NDrop) [6],
NeuralPull (NPull) [44], SAP [57], and OnSurf [45]. The
visual comparisons in reconstructing cars, pedestrians, and
roads are shown in Fig. 8, Fig. 9 and Fig. 10. Our recon-
structed surfaces show more complete surfaces with more
geometry details, such as the walking poses of pedestrians,
the windows of cars. The smooth roads that we construct
highlight our ability of reconstructing thin structures even
with sparse points. Our method does not use any learnable
priors, and performs much better than the methods without
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Sparse Points NeedleDrop ShapeGF VIPSS SAP NeuralPull NeuralSplines OnSurf Ours GT

Figure 4. Visual comparison with the state-of-the-art under ShapeNet dataset.

Method Burghers Copyroom Lounge Stonewall Totempole Mean
CDL1 CDL1 NC CDL1 CDL1 NC CDL1 CDL1 NC CDL1 CDL1 NC CDL1 CDL1 NC CDL1 CDL1 NC

PSR 0.178 0.205 0.874 0.225 0.286 0.861 0.280 0.365 0.869 0.300 0.480 0.866 0.588 1.673 0.879 0.314 0.602 0.870
NDrop 0.200 0.114 0.825 0.168 0.063 0.696 0.156 0.050 0.663 0.150 0.081 0.815 0.203 0.139 0.844 0.175 0.089 0.769
NPull 0.064 0.008 0.898 0.049 0.005 0.828 0.133 0.038 0.847 0.060 0.005 0.910 0.178 0.024 0.908 0.097 0.016 0.878
SAP 0.153 0.101 0.807 0.053 0.009 0.771 0.134 0.033 0.813 0.070 0.007 0.867 0.474 0.382 0.725 0.151 0.100 0.797

NSpline 0.135 0.123 0.891 0.056 0.023 0.855 0.063 0.039 0.827 0.124 0.091 0.897 0.378 0.768 0.892 0.151 0.209 0.889
Ours 0.055 0.005 0.909 0.045 0.003 0.892 0.129 0.022 0.872 0.054 0.004 0.939 0.103 0.017 0.935 0.077 0.010 0.897

Table 5. Accuracy of reconstruction under 3D Scene in terms of L2CD, L1CD and NC.
learning priors, such as NeedleDrop and NeuralPull, and al-
so OnSurf which learns a prior for sparse points.

4.3. Analysis

We first visualize the signed distance field that our
method learns in Fig. 7. To highlight our performance,
we conduct visual comparisons with SAP, NeedleDrop, and
NeuralSplines on a 2D case. SAP and NeedleDrop estimate
occupancy fields, while NeuralSplines and ours learn signed
distance fields, and we also provide the ground truth nor-
mals to NeuralSplines to produce its results. We use each
method to learn an SDF from a sparse 2D point cloud that
is nonuniformly sampled on a moon like shape, where we
show these points as blue dots in Fig. 7(d). The visual com-
parisons of level sets learned by each method indicate that

our method can employ TPS to reveal smoother level sets
with the highest accuracy among the counterparts. Specifi-
cally, SAP and NeedleDrop do not deal with sparsity well.
Although NeuralSplines also use splines to fit signed dis-
tances, it uses the distances along normals as the ground
truth, which easily produce artifacts near sharp area.

4.4. Ablation Studies

To justify each module of our method, we conduct our
ablation studies in airplane class that we used in Sec. 4.1
under ShapeNet. We report results in surface reconstruction
with different variations of our method.
Surface Parameterizations. We first highlight the bene-
fits of end-to-end training in Tab. 6. Hence, we optimize
surface parameterization and SDF inference separately, and
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Sparse Points Screened Possion NeedleDrop NeuralSplines NeuralPull SAP Ours GT
Figure 6. Visual comparison with the state-of-the-art under 3D scene dataset.

(a) SAP (b) NeedleDrop

(c) NeuralSplines (d) Ours

Figure 7. Visual comparison of learned fields with SAP, Needle-
Drop, NeuralSplines on a 2D case.

Sparse Points PSR NeedleDrop NeuralPull OnSurf SAP Ours
Figure 8. Visual comparisons of cars in KITTI.

merely use the predicted 5000 points from surface parame-
terization to infer SDF, as shown by the result of “Separate”.
The degenerated results show that we can infer more accu-
rate SDFs by observing surface estimation in different iter-
ation. Then, we replace surface parameterization into the
latest point cloud upsampling method [18] to upsample the
300 point input to 5000 points. The result of “Upsample”
indicates that the upsampling method can not generalize the
learned prior to upsample 300 points into a plausible shape
with 5000 points. As shown in Fig. 11, the upsampling
method is sensitive to the density of input points, result-

NeedleDrop NeuralPull OnSurf SAP Ours

Input PSR

Sparse Points PSR
Figure 9. Visual comparisons of pedestrians in KITTI.

Sparse Points PSR NeedleDrop NeuralPull OnSurf SAP Ours

Figure 10. Visual comparisons of roads in KITTI.

ing in distorted shapes after upsampling. In contrast, both
of our surface parameterization and the points pulled to the
surface fill the gaps of the sparse point cloud well, which
leads to a smooth and complete shape. Next, we show the
effect of gradient stop by turning it off. The result of “Grad-
Diff” indicates that the error backpropagated from the SDF
inference brings too much uncertainty to the surface param-
eterizations, which turns to degenerate the SDF inference.

We conduct experiments to explore the effect of using
more patches for surface parameterizations. As shown in
Fig. 2, we use more branches like AtlasNet [23] to cover the
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Sparse Points Upsample Pulled PointsParameterization Ours

Figure 11. Visual comparisons of surface parameterizations.

Separate Upsample GradDiff Ours
CDL1×10 0.105 0.582 0.102 0.095
CDL2×100 0.118 0.815 0.047 0.030

NC 0.891 0.724 0.897 0.899

Table 6. Effect of surface parameterization.

surface by generating more patches, such as {1, 3, 5}. The
comparison in Tab. 7 shows that more patches degenerate
reconstruction accuracy. Since more patches result in larger
gaps between patches as we pointed out in Fig. 2, which
does not resolve the sparsity on the surface.

1 3 5
CDL1×10 0.095 0.114 0.115
CDL2×100 0.030 0.071 0.077

NC 0.899 0.898 0.896

Table 7. Effect of patch numbers.

Loss. We conduct experiments to explore the importance
of each term in our loss function in Eq. 4. We remove each
of them respectively, and report results in Tab. 8. Since we
learn SDF, we keep LPull in all experiments. We first re-
move LCD and pull queries directly on the sparse points
rather than the output of surface parameterization. The de-
generated results of “No LCD” show that the surface pa-
rameterization provides an important surface estimation to
infer SDFs. Then, we remove LSurf , and get slightly worse
results of “No LSurf”. These results show the effectiveness
of each term, and surface parameterizations supervised by
LCD are the most important.

No LCD No LSurf Ours
CDL1×10 0.146 0.108 0.095
CDL2×100 0.109 0.041 0.030

NC 0.844 0.898 0.899

Table 8. Effect of losses.

Thin Plate Splines. We report ablation studies related to
TPS in Tab. 9. We first replace TPS ψ(r) = r2log(r) into
other splines like ψ(r) = |r|3. The results of “|r|3” show
that the basis function we use performs better. Then, we
highlight the feature space where we do TPS interpolation
by removing the MLP1 in Fig. 3. Instead, we do TPS direct-
ly in the spatial space. The result of “No Feature” drastical-
ly degenerates, which indicates it is more effective to per-
form TPS interpolation in an optimized feature space than

Points Ours SAP 300 500 1000 10000
(a) (b)

Figure 12. (a) Comparisons with noises. (b) Comparisons with
different point numbers.

in spatial space. Next, we explore the effect of the displace-
ment dFEA by removing the MLP3 in Fig. 3. The result
of “No Disp” shows that predicting SDFs directly from the
feature is a good remedy to the TPS prediction.

|r|3 No Feature No Disp Ours
CDL1×10 0.110 0.791 0.159 0.095
CDL2×100 0.043 1.699 0.193 0.030

NC 0.895 0.691 0.898 0.899

Table 9. Effect of Thin Plate Splines.

Noise Levels. We report the effect of noises in our method
in Tab. 10. We add Gaussian noises with standard deviations
including {1%, 2%, 3%}. Our results slightly degenerate
with 1% and 2% noises and get much worse with 3% noises.
Compared to SAP, our method is more robust to noises, as
shown in Fig 12 (a).

SAP Ours
0% 1% 2% 3% 0% 1% 2% 3%

CDL1×10 0.141 0.254 0.332 0.561 0.095 0.103 0.177 0.272
CDL2×100 0.063 0.152 0.212 0.348 0.030 0.030 0.041 0.114

NC 0.774 0.645 0.622 0.601 0.899 0.878 0.835 0.803

Table 10. Effect of noise levels.

Point Number. Although our method produces good result-
s on sparse points, we are also able to reconstruct surfaces
from dense points, as shown in Fig. 12 (b).

5. Conclusion

We present a method to infer SDFs from single sparse
point clouds without using signed distance supervision,
learned priors or even normals. We achieve this by learning
surface parameterizations and SDF inference in an end-to-
end manner. We parameterize the surface as a single chart,
which significantly reduces the impact of the sparsity. By
evaluating surface parameterization in different iterations,
we provide a novel perspective to mine supervision from
multiple coarse surface estimations for SDF inference. We
also successfully leverage TPS interpolation in feature s-
pace to impose smooth constraints on inferring SDF from
multiple coarse surface estimations in a statistical way. We
justified the effectiveness of key modules and report results
that outperform the state-of-the-art methods under the wide-
ly used benchmarks.
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